MAKING PALM
TREES-1
Materials and Tools
Dollar Store Fern: This plastic fern was called
came wrapped with brown paper around a
cheap Styrofoam base. The plant was stuck
into the foam and green flock was glued all
over the plastic leaves. It was $1.00 and the
last one left.
Pine Tree Branches: I grabbed some small
dead branches from the backyard pine tree
and cut them into 3-6 inch pieces for the palm
tree trunks. Pine trees have a pattern on their
bark that can look similar to that of a palm
tree. I selected five pieces that looked long
enough and straight enough for a mature palm
tree. You can use wooden dowels or other
branches if you don’t have access to a pine
tree.
Acrylic Hobby/Craft Paints: The paint colors
used were Burnt Umber, Fern Green, Desert
Tan, and Camel/Caramel.
Paint Brushes: Use what you have but make
sure you have one for dry brushing.
Scissors: To clip off the “palm fronds” from
the stems.
Wife’s Plant Trimmer: To cut the branches off
the pine tree.
Oven Bake Clay: I used Sculpey modeling clay
to make bases for each tree.
Hot Glue Gun: Essential for this project.
Old Terri-Cloth Rag: Used to make the old
growth clump that is often seen just under the
palm fronds.
Plastic Card: I had to use a bit of this to put
under each clay base for stability.
Wood Filler: Used to smoothly merge the clay
base into the plastic card base.
Wood Dust: This fine dust is a by-product from
sanding wood with sand paper or (better) an
electric sander. The texture looks like actual
sand for 1:72 scale projects-better than real
sand, even the fine stuff.

Painting: The ferns
were painted over
with Fern Green
because the flock
that was stuck to
each plastic stem was
too bright. I painted
the pine tree stems
with a mix of PVA and
Burnt Umber in order
for the glue to secure
some of the bumpy
parts of the stems.

Palm Fronds: I cut each individual palm frond from
their main plastic stem and set them aside for glue
time.
Bases: Each tree trunk was given a little base
made out of Sculpey modeling clay. After
standing the trees upright (and forming a hole in
the clay) I then removed each trunk and baked
the clay at 275 (f) for 15 minutes which made the
clay very hard. Once cooled I glued the braches
back in with Gorilla brand Super Glue.

Strip of old towel.

Old Growth: When looking at pictures of
real life palm trees I noticed that many had
untrimmed old growth accumulated under
the point where the palm fronds were
growing. To achieve a similar effect I used
an old wash rag (Terri cloth) and cut it into
small strips. You don’t need much—just
enough to wrap around the top of each
trunk. Leave about ¼ inch of the branch
showing on top so you can glue the palm
fronds on. I dipped each bit of cloth into a
PVA and Burnt Umbra mix so they cling
better and will dry hard.
You might want to leave this dry overnight.

Base Support: Because I made a couple
of trees lean too far to one side I had to
glue some cut plastic card under each clay
base. So once I glued all the palm fronds
to each tree top the tree would will not fall
over for being too top heavy.

Hot Glue Gun: This is the fun part. Start gluing
each palm frond starting at the point closest to the
old growth wrap. Try to glue the fronds to look as
realistic as possible by placing the first row drooping
downwards, the next row jutting out almost
horizontally and then the next rows pointing
upwards and the last ones pointing even higher.
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Painting: Dry brush a grey brown color along the
trunk and the old growth. Once this is dry use a
lighter tan color to hit some more highlights on the
old growth as well as some of the lowest hanging
palm fronds. This color should give the effect of
dead fronds and debris. You can also hit any visible
glue with the light tan paint. If you want to add
more fronds at this time ensure you put some dead
ones hanging from the bottom. Paint them a
yellowish tan color. You can also hit some light
green highlights on the fronds as well.

More Base Work: Wood putty/filler was added to
each base in order to blend the clay base into the
plastic card. This had to dry for a couple of hours
before painting.

Finishing the Base: Once the wood
putty/filler dried I painted the base with
a mix of PVA and Desert Sand. Then
while the glue-paint was still wet I stuck
some wood dust to the base. The
wood dust was collected from a sanding
project last year.
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MAKING PALM
TREES-2
Plastic Ferns: If you don’t have the other type
of plastic Fern go find a bunch of the larger
silk type Fern plants. You can find a large
bunch of about a dozen stems (with each
stem containing about 40 potential palm
fronds) in most retail or crafts stores like
Walmart or Hobby Lobby. Using this method
takes more time and dedication but the
results are worth it.
Pine Tree Branches: Get a fist full of pine tree
branches and use the same method described
earlier to make your tree trunks. Also follow
the same method to make your bases, old
growth clump and to paint your trees.
Palm Fronds: Trim the palm fronds, one at a
time, as shown in the pictures. Make a lot of
them. It seems like a lot of work but it does
not take that long. For each tree you want
about 12-18 fronds.
Start by separating each
fern leaf. Trim around the
plastic stem about a ¼
inch. Use small scissors to
shape the leaf into the
spear point shape of a
palm frond. Then use a
sharp razor (Exacto blade)
to make cuts along the
length of each side of the
plastic stem to give a bit
more realism to each
frond.

Assembly: Glue the palm
fronds rim the palm
fronds, one at a time, as
shown in the diagram on
page 4.
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